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 Reception Box office Step Up 3D opened at #4 in its first week, grossing $13,104,597 on its opening weekend. It has grossed $56,067,854 worldwide. Critical response Step Up 3D received positive reviews from critics. Rotten Tomatoes gives the film an approval rating of 63% based on reviews from 111 critics. The website's critical consensus states: "Step Up 3D delivers all the thrills of its
predecessor, but lacks the memorable characters and emotional context to make it feel much more than the sum of its parts." On Metacritic, the film has a score of 54 out of 100 based on 28 critics, indicating "mixed or average reviews". References External links Category:2011 films Category:2010s dance films Category:2010s sequel films Category:American dance films Category:American films

Category:American sequel films Category:Columbia Pictures films Category:English-language films Category:Films about dancing Category:Films about filmmaking Category:Films about music and musicians Category:Films directed by Keenan Ivory Wayan Category:Films shot in Atlanta Category:Step Up (film series) Category:2010s high school films Category:Warner Bros. filmsWith the
development of mobile communications technologies and the progress of wireless communications technology, most of the mobile terminals in use are equipped with wireless local area network (WLAN) transmission/reception modules, allowing for a wireless data transmission function in a short-range wireless network. In general, the WLAN module of the mobile terminal can be one of the WLAN
modules that support IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless communications standards and compatible with the 802.11a/b/g wireless communications standard, wherein the wireless communications standard refers to the standard in the industry alliance for telecommunications technology (IEEE 802.11b/g/n) standard. The WLAN module includes an antenna, a power supply circuit, a digital circuit, a wireless

local area network (WLAN) controller, a power amplifier, a RF (radio frequency) circuit, and a system controller. In addition, the WLAN module has the functions of receiving external signals and communicating with other WLAN modules. Generally, the wireless communications standard has been improved in recent years. For example, the IEEE 802.11n wireless 82157476af
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